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ABSTRACT 

This research resulted in creation of a Windows based application for 

Personal Computers. The system is used to teach beginning procedural 

programming. All but the most basic operations are accomplished using icons. 

Program and sub-routine module declaration, parameter lists, variable 

declarations, record type declarations, and main programming statements are 

created, selected, and declared using icons. Main programming is accomplished 

much like one would use a "paint" program. The system creates the parse tree 

internally, and represents the flow of the program in flowchart form. The user 

merely selects the statement needed and places it in the coding section. The 

system connects and draws the flowchart automatically. Semantic accuracy is 

improved by the system•s automatic listing of only correct choices at certain 

points in the program. When the algorithm is complete, the user can generate 

syntactically correct source code for PASCAL, C, ADA, or MODULA-2. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

General Overview of the Problem 

There is a software crisis upon the computer community. Though many 

Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) concepts and tools have been 

developed over the past few years, the development costs of software have 

escalated. The problem can be attributed to many factors. One of them is the 

continued reliance upon text based coding methodologies requiring exact 

understanding of a particular language syntax. This dependency is fostered in 

the first courses in most computer science curriculum in that most beginners are 

introduced to exact syntax dependency in their first course in programming. 

These methodologies require each programmer to be versed in exact 

language syntax. In many situations, companies hire new software engineers 

which may not have used the language of choice in their studies. For example, 

many DOD suppliers are required to accomplish the software engineering 

projects in the language Ada and it is conceivable that new hires have never 

even seen the language much less used it. This results in several weeks or 

months of questionable productivity from such individuals thereby driving 

production costs up. 

It is also a reality that within some larger corporations, several engineers 

across a wide range of departments can be working on the same project. It is 

conceivable that some would prefer FORTRAN while others may prefer PASCAL 

or C which could cause real problems when the time came to "link" together all 

the sections of the project. A single system designed to provide a front end 

algorithmic representation of the problem could easily alleviate these differences. 
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Add to that a system which can generate the source code into any language 

source file the developer wishes and a corporation could achieve a very simple 

integration in a multi-department project. 

Additionally, given text based input, the most proficient programmer is not 

guaranteed to produce a syntactically correct code consistently. Though 

syntactically correct code is not too big an issue, avoiding these errors can be 

important. In general the speed and accuracy of today's compilers is excellent. 

Many programmers can remember the frustrations in earlier days Gust 1 0-20 

years ago) when one had to submit a program through batch mode processing 

on card decks. It was very disappointing to discover two hours later that a 

syntax error had halted the compilation. Some would argue that given ·the 

"turbo" nature of today's compilers it is not as critical to worry about syntax errors 

since the compiler will quickly find them. However, the development of the 

system for this research was non trivial. A complete recompile of the system on 

a 20Mhz 80386 processor with a 1 MByte Disk Cache required 8 minutes. It 

does not require much analysis to realize that many such compilations to allow 

the compiler to "point out your mistakes" can add up to a very high level of non

productivity. 

Perhaps more destructive to the creative process are semantic errors. 

These cannot be caught by the compiler and can be difficult to trace. My first 

exposure to the language C provided two very real lessons: it is a very powerful 

language and you can cut yourself badly on its sharp edges. I had a program 

which compiled perfectly yet was not running as intended. It took me three 

hours of debugging work to find the semantic error. I had inadvertently placed a 

semicolon at the end of a line of code which in PASCAL conventions would have 

been flagged as a syntax error. Unfortunately, to the C compiler, the placement 
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of the semicolon was treated as normal and so it executed a for-loop with a 

NULL statement 10,000 times accomplishing nothing. 

Even after several years and development of a non trivial system using 

the C language I find that semantic errors still do happen. I discovered this in 

the course of the developmental research. Toward the end of one particular 

three hour coding session, I needed to insert a while-loop statement in the 

stream and all the statements to be iterated. As a normal practice in block

structured programming languages, I indented the statements for the necessary 

visual blocking stimuli. After an eight minute compile and then a run of the 

program, I discovered this particular section of the program was still not working 

correctly. I returned to the editor and rechecked the code section. I must have 

gone over it about five minutes when it hit me that I had failed to use the 

appropriate blocking braces { } to tell the compiler that all the statements needed 

to be iterated not just the next one after the while statement. 

The point is that in spite of the best proficiency, human programmers are 

bound to make syntactic and semantic errors in textual based programming 

environments. I lost perhaps 15 minutes of work in the above example. How 

many times on how many days does this happen to individuals in how many 

companies working on software development? What is the total loss in 

productivity to what can be called stupid errors? What is the cost in dollars to 

development expenditures? 

Much work has been accomplished in iconic programming but all has 

been developed for high level workstation equipment. Two factors contribute to 

this selectivity: speed and memory requirements. The rapid progress in high 

speed, high resolution, large RAM, low cost computers in the last three to four 

years has made possible more visually based programming environments to a 
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wider range of users. I believed it possible to develop an easy to use 

programming system which relies on icons to communicate the language 

constructs. Additionally, the system could use a syntax-directed approach which 

would guarantee syntactically correct code before the compiler even sees it. 

Finally, by providing a graphical representation for the flow of control one could 

increase semantic accuracy. In implementing the project, I discovered that by 

providing a high degree of interaction, it was possible to enhance semantic 

accuracy by accurately conveying to the user which variables of correct types 

could be used at selected points in the algorithm. For example, only ordinal 

types are displayed in the case-statement icon. Also, some side effects can be 

eliminated in that most variable selection is accurately shown as local or global 

so the individual will be very aware of the choice. 

In this research it became quickly apparent that the concept of developing 

a simple to use, iconic programming environment could have far reaching 

impact. Such an easy to use system could find its niche in many corporate 

software engineering sections. However, development of the concepts of a fully 

production capable, iconic programming environment would be far beyond the 

scope of a master•s thesis. Thus, the scope of the research had to be narrowed. 

Given the limits of the first programming course it seemed appropriate to prove 

the iconic concept by limiting the tool to these programmers• needs. Any tool 

which can be quickly understood and utilized by beginners can most assuredly 

be used by experienced professionals. 

Academic Progress in Teaching Beginning Programming 

A casual reading of the past five years• Bulletins of the ACM Special 

Interest Group on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE) will reveal a keen 
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awareness on the part of that membership for the need to update the methods 

employed to teach the beginning programming course. The unifying part of 

these discussions is that most all agree beginning programmers need to be 

made more aware of the Software Engineering aspects in the programming 

problem; that the courses need to be organized in such a way as to teach a "top

down" methodology, and a few have suggested ways in which the teaching 

approach could be modified to change the view points of the beginning 

programmers. Some of these suggestions have merit and I will present the 

more notable ones below. 

However, it appears that many of those active in the educational process 

are advocating the wrong thing. While the majority of institutions use PASCAL 

as the initial teaching language, many have labeled its limitations a hindrance. 

Most agree it is a fine teaching language and then quickly point out that it cannot 

meet the needs of the "real world" as a true production language. They say it 

certainly has no place in the gigantic programming projects normally associated 

with CASE. Therefore, many have begun to advocate a change to a new 

language for teaching CS1 (for a full description of CS1 see ACM Curriculum 78 

[3] and Curriculum Update 84 [22]). Among the suggested languages are: ADA 

[35], C++ [45], MODULA-2 [23], SMALL TALK [45], and even LISP [7]. 

The current use of Pascal or any other language has the major drawback 

that regardless of the language chosen, beginners quickly lose sight of the 

problem solving aspects of using an algorithm once the "details" of the syntax 

begin to surface. Though many of the proposed languages may be better 

suited to the market place than PASCAL, it seems that the question should not 

be which language to use for CS1, but rather the question should be whether 

we can educate the students in an environment which: 
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*truly promotes the ••top-down" methodology, 

* keeps the student focused on the problem solving aspects 
of algorithm development, · 

* frees him/her from the details of the syntax of any 
language. 

* incorporates a few software engineering systems 
concepts, 

* and provides a gentle nudge in the area of theoretical 
computer topics. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

ACM Curriculum 78 and 1984 Update 

Given the focus of the debate over languages for CS1 it would 

serve the reader well to know a little of the ACM guidelines in its Curriculum 78. 

These were first published in its Curriculum 78 [3]. The ACM published an 

update in 1984 [22]. The following summary is provided for background. 

1. To introduce a disciplined approach to problem solving methods and 
algorithm development; 

2. To introduce procedural and data abstraction; 

3. To teach program design, coding, debugging, testing, and 
documentation using good programming style; 

4. To provide a familiarity with the evolution of computer hardware and 
software technology; and 

5. To provide a foundation for further studies in computer science. 

The following is a review of some of the various positions during the past five 

years. 

Which Language? 1987-1991 

As mentioned above, the debate over which language to use in CS1 is 

very active. Since the 1986 SIGCSE Conference, which hotly debated the use of 

ADA in the CS1 course, many have advocated various languages. Picking up 

the gauntlet, in 1987 Owen presented many strong arguments for ADA as the 

CS1 language of choice [35]. He argued that ADA is better than MODULA-2 

because MODULA-2 is like a subset of ADA, and so why not teach the real 

thing? Given the agency driving ADA (namely Department of Defense) it would 
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stand graduates well to tell prospective employers that one is fluent in ADA. 

The following year Koffman [23] proposed using MODULA-2 rather than 

ADA as the language of CS1. His rationale was that like PU1, ADA requires 

rather large computer resources to service the compiler and is not widely 

implemented enough on mainframes. Though these reasons are not as critical 

in 1991, other arguments that ADA is too strongly typed and has far more 

features than needed by a beginning programmer deserve due consideration. 

He makes reasonably sound arguments that, in relation to PASCAL, MODULA-2 

is •evolutionary" while ADA and PU1 are ••revolutionary." 

In 1987, Crawford [7] proposed using a functional language (specifically 

LISP) side by side with PASCAL. Just as a child raised in a bilingual 

environment becomes comfortable in either language, so the beginning 

programmer is open to both types of paradigms. 

The following year, Donahue [12] felt that though the current intent of the 

SIGCSE had positive aspects, beginning students were not gaining a great 

enough appreciation for: 

*A basic understanding of the operation of a computer. 
* An emphases on concept development rather than skill development. 
*A proper historical perspective of computer science. 

Given this short fall, he concluded that what was needed was a return to 

assembly language taught on a virtual machine. However, even though he 

reports good results and one could argue Assembly is an imperative language, it 

hardly meets with the ACM 78 criteria. 

Winslow and Lang [51] eported good results in 1989 using ADA and a 

special STARTER package to "ease" the beginners into ADA. I must conclude 

that if one has to .. ease .. students into the use of ADA, maybe ADA is not the 

appropriate language. 
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Though not strongly advocating the use of LISP/Scheme in CS1, Lambert 

[25] did hint at the prospect even though the focus of his article was the need for 

a single course whose goal was the learning of LISP. His ·rationale was the 

increasing pressure placed on students as more AI type courses began to 

appear in CS curriculums. 

By 1990, there were no major new entries into the ''ring'' as possible 

languages, though Radensky [38] did sound the praises of ADA as the preferred 

language. There were some serious new directions suggested in the 90 

Symposium. Baldwin [5] and Pratt [37] offered new guidelines, independent of a 

specific language. Though language independent methodologies had been 

offered in earlier years, without a clear .. winner .. as regards a language of choice, 

apparently more educators were willing to explore other less concrete 

possibilities. 

In 1991, there has been one new entry into the discussion: Smalltalk. 

Actually, Smalltalk is suggested when in reality the issue is the object oriented 

paradigm. Skublics and White [45] present arguments which suggest that 

OOP's environments provide the best approach in teaching computing concepts 

and Smalltalk is merely the chosen vehicle. They considered C++ and 

TurboPascal 5.5 but decided these languages added Objects as data types 

rather than including them as a fundamental part of the language. 

Other Methodologies 

Once one leaves the discussion in favor of actual languages behind, the 

focus of the proposals take on one of two forms: paradigm's and .. diagrammatic .. 

tools. The first will be briefly covered. The second I will cover in more detail as I 

believe it is the second which will best serve the beginning programmer. 
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However, before I address either of these let me address one unique suggestion 

especially since my intended approach will incorporate one of this individual's 

ideas. 

Pratt [36] lays out a very good argument for teaching programming by 

having beginning students analyze existing code. The analysis is not of the form 

of Big 0 categories but rather in the area of "finding errors, making modifications 

and improving performance." These are skills which can be easily taught to 

beginning programmers. His approach incorporates three basic analysis skills: 

1. Control Flow Analysis, 

2. Data Flow Analysis, 

3. Input-Output Analysis. 

This approach requires teaching data structures first. Type definitions and data 

representations must be understood before actions can be accomplished on 

them. 

The title in Luker's article [28] says it all, "Never Mind the Language, 

What About the Paradigm?" He provides a review of four paradigms as regards 

teaching freshman programming: Functional, Object-Oriented, Procedural, and 

Concurrent. He feels that the current software crisis is going to affect a shift in 

the current procedural paradigm. Though not necessarily advocating a specific 

paradigm, he does pose the correct question. 

Are we kidding ourselves when we call ourselves 
educators? Are we not simply training students to be 
marketable commodities, immediately useful to an 
employer? The answer we give will depend on our 
affiliation. Broadly speaking, there are the "theoretical 
schools" and the "practically-oriented schools". Members of 
the former subset can afford to teach a curriculum based 
more on pedagogical ideals, and their reputations are not 
tarnished by so doing. We of the other subset do not enjoy 
such luxuries. At least we are not teaching C exclusively. 
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Whatever paradigm wins out if indeed there is a shift, 
it must have some underlying theoretical foundation. So, 
like it or not, all Computer Science courses will need to 
incorporate more theory. (255) 

If we do not incorporate at least some theory in the beginning programming 

courses we are only creating programmers not Computer Scientists. 

Wells and Kurtz (48] have developed an initial pseudocode which can 

represent the following language paradigms: 

1. imperative (or procedural), 

2. functional , 

3. object-oriented, and 

4. logical. 

The driving idea is that by introducing a format in which several paradigms are 

introduced to the beginner, he/she will be "fluent" in several languages. They 

write: 

This is somewhat analogous to natural languages; an adult 
who has spoken only one language has extreme difficulty in 
learning a new language while younger children have less 
difficulty with new languages. Learning several languages 
within the imperative paradigm does little to solve this 
problem; in fact, it might even make it worse since students 
will assume all languages must be based on certain 
features, such as an assignment statement. (246) 

Their pseudocode-general format has many noteworthy ideas. However, I had 

the feeling that the "pseudocode" was meant for experienced programmers 

fluent in several paradigms who need a tool for expressing the problem solution 

and then selecting the best "paradigm" to accomplish the implementation. A few 

examples should suffice. 
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Stack in Object-oriented. 

_Newstack { 
_x ?general; 

stack nil union [general, stack]; 
_s \ 

(), {s}; 
s+e, {@stack [??general,stack]; 
s-, { 

} 

if stack then _s: 
s ( 0) ; 
@stack s(1) 

else x 

\ 
()Is 

Quick Sort in functional 

_functional.quicksort 
{ 

} 

if ?[any:item] = [] then A: 
else_T: 

_pivot T(O) 
functional.quicksort([for in T do _s: if s < pivot]) 
for in T do _s: if s = pivot 
functional.quicksort([for in T do _s: if s <pivot]) 

Quicksort in procedural 

_nonrecursive.quicksort 
{ 

} 

_A ? [any: item]; 
_stack nil union [stack, [index, index]]; 
@stack:= [stack, [O,#A-1]]; 

while stack do s: 
@stack,_I_J s(O), s(1,0),s(1,1); 
_pivot A(I); 
_i,_j I,J; 
while <=j do A: 

while (i<=J) and (A(i)<=pivot) do A. 
@i i+1; 

while (I<=j) and (A(i)>=pivot) do A. 
@j j-1; 

if i<j then A: 
A(A(i), A(j), A)@i@j; 
@i i+1; @j j-1; 

if I,j then A: 
A(A(I),A(j),A) @I @j; 
@j j-1; 
if I<j then A: 

@stack [stack, [I,j]]; 
if i<J then A: 

@stack [stack, [i,J]]; 
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Most who teach beginning programming can hardly envisage teaching th is to 

freshmen. There is minimal intuitiveness in this methodology. The ideas here 

have much merit assuming their system could be reworked to a more intu itive 

form. A discussion of this point will appear under future research directions. 

Graphical Methodologies 

In spite of several persuasive arguments by many notable researchers as 

to a specific language or paradigm or even an all encompassing pseudocode, 

the most effective presentation system lies within the bounds of graphical 

representations of algorithms. 

In 1987 Maxim and Elenbogen [29] developed a system to animate the 

actions of the algorithms on data structures. They had already incorporated 

stack operations, recursive subroutine calls, several sorting algorithms, and 

linked lists. Their future work was to animate queues and trees. 

Schweitzer and Teel [44] developed an Automated Interactive Design 

Editor (AIDE) which allows the students to design and document smaller 

programs. It is based on 

the formal methodologies 

of CASE. 

Ackermann and 

Pope [1] have reported 

that students complete 

programming assign-

ments in 27% less time 

using 

methods 

diagrammatic 

instead of 

Diagra111atic 

c==>--- .... ~ 

···-~·-·· 

.... ~ .... 

~-·· . . . . T 1 

... :--0 ... ~iC-----17 

Textual 
ProsraA Begin ••• End 

hocedul'l Jegin ... F.nd 

hoee4ure Call 
Auie-nRent ~t11t 

If ... Then ••• Ebe 
Case •• • or ... End 

llhile ••• Do 
RepeAt ... Until 
Po~ ... To ... Do 

Read.Jiealll 
Write, Write la 

Figure 2-1. Diagramatic Programming 
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textual. The diagrammatic editor (Figure 2-1) allows development of .. flowchart .. 

designs much like Autocad in that the user must place the symbols in spatial 

relationship and then connect them. 

Ramanathan [39] has developed a tool called ADAPT which is a generic 

iconic tool for viewing databases. The information from any database is 

abstracted to an augmented graph and represented in a colored iconic form. 

This system is related to, but not exactly, iconic programming. 

Glinert and Tanimoto had the first iconic programming tool, Pict [16]. It 

was built on an iconic representation of Pascal and the symbols were connected 

using a line tool to indicate the flow. Building on this, Ichikawa and Hirakawa 

[19] proceeded with a higher level iconic representation for office information 

processing. 

Their goal is a more user friendly programming language. You will note 

(Figure 2-2} that one takes a basic data base {the sales book), overlays a basic 

operation (calculator), then graphing operation, folder presentation, and finally 

secretary icon. Thus once all the building blocks are laid out in this fashion the 

user merely calls the appropriate secretary to handle the task. While this 

intuitive approach works well with non-programmers, the more major a project, 

the more critical good overall design becomes. Though the HI-Visual system is 

a very good high level abstraction of .. programming,.. it is a bottom-up 

development process. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Programming in Hi-Visual: (a) You first overlap a sales-book icon and a calculator icon on a programming window. (b) The 
system infers the sales-amount summation lunclion and generates a new icon based on its execution. You continue this ovet1apping
based programming unlil you get (c) the desired program. (d) With its secretary icons, Hi-Visual lets you register such programs lor 
use as procedures in higher level programs. 

Figure 2-2. High Visual System 

There is one more draw back to such a high level "users" iconic language. 

Mitchell [31] expresses a valid concern with the overall move to still higher 

abstractions for teaching programming. 

"What to teach in the first programming course" has been 
the concern of CS 1 and CS2, but the collected wisdom on 
this issue may be lost if we lose "the first programming 
course" in the next decade as we have lost the "advanced 
programming course .. of the past decade. We are evolving 
programming environments, programmer's work benches, 
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and integrated library systems which lead to great 
productivity for the competent professional, but tend to 
trivialize the elementary programming tasks of students. 
{132) 

Algorithm Comprehension Theories 

Before looking at the specific problem statement, I think it is worth noting 

in detail the research of David A. Scanlan, an instructor in MIS; his MS and PhD 

are in Educational and Experimental Psychology. Beginning in 1987, he began 

investigating how the use of flowcharts might assist the learning process of 

students in algorithmic 

comprehension. His 

initial investigation [41] 

was based on the 

established research in 

the area of neuro-

cognitive models. The 

common understanding 

of this 

hemisphere 

hemisphere 

is left 

right 

thought 

processes or ''left-brain, 

right-brain thinking:• 

The left hemisphere 

Read a Nul!lber 
DO WHILE <Not EOF) 

Su~ = SuA + Nunber 
Read a Nulllher 

EndDo 

UERBAL 
LOGICAL 

... ~~ SEQUENtiAL 

r-j) 

LEFT HEMISPHERE 

UISUAL - SPATIAL 
SIHULTAHEOUS ~~~ 

(t~~ 

RIGHT HEMISPHERE 
Figure 2-3. Brain Hemisphere Processing 

processes information sequentially, verbally, and logically. The right hemisphere 

processes information simultaneously and spatially. Therefore, visual stimuli 

which can access both hemispheres can increase the subject's comprehension 

(Figure 2-3). 
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He notes that flowcharts fell into disuse in 1977 because of initial 

experiments by Schneidermann (the reasons are explained below). Later 

research regarding their effectiveness in increasing productivity led to 

inconclusive results keeping them in a nearly trivial position as far as "serious" 

programming design tools are concerned. Because of these events 

"pseudocode" eventually became the norm for representing algorithms. (NOTE: 

This author gained a unique view of this phenomena through personal 

experience. I minored in CS at Purdue (1973) and nearly every project required 

the submission of an appropriate flowchart design. After spending many years in 

the USAF not associated with programming, I returned to computing in 1987 to 

discover that flowcharts were hardly addressed as a developmental tool.) 

Scanlan acknowledged (initially) that given the inconclusive results of 

research, perhaps the students' preferences needed to be taken into account 

when approaching the learning phenomena. Pseudocode is primarily a verbal 

process but does have a spatial element to it in that indentation provides some 

spatiality. Flowcharts, on the other hand, provide strong stimuli to both 

hemispheres simultaneously and therefore should promote faster, better 

comprehension. Icons tend to convey or represent actions (such as READ or 

WRITE) which more closely aligns with what an algorithm is: a set of actions. 

Given this neurocognitive phenomena, Scanlan postulated eight 

hypotheses testing for student preferences in using flowcharts compared to 

pseudocode for comprehending algorithms in various tasks. His initial 

experiment had a test population of 39 students (11 females, 28 males, age 19 

to 35). The hypotheses and statistical results of those student preferences are 

listed in Appendix A. 
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To summarize, the first five hypotheses indicating that flowcharts were 

preferred over pseudocode were supported, while the last three were rejected 

indicating that there was no difference in preferences between male and female. 

He concludes by stating that authors of text books which teach algorithmic 

comprehension should include both flowchart and pseudocode to explain 

concepts. Currently, these sources almost exclusively address pseudocode. 

In 1988 Scanlan accomplished further statistical tests [42]. He designed a 

more thorough experiment involving 193 students at four universities involving 

six replications. Nine hypotheses were tested. The first eight showed a 

preference by the students for flowcharts over pseudocode for a variety of tasks. 

These ranged from a low of 75.1 °/o preference to 89.1 °/o with a level of 

significance of p < 0.0001. Hypothesis 9 is interesting. 

H9: The majority of learners will prefer to learn the algorithm in 
pseudocode form if the task is to immediately write a computer program 
when the choice is exclusively between flowcharts or pseudocode. 

This hypothesis was rejected indicating that one could not statistically conclude 

that pseudocode was preferred for this task. 

By 1988, he had accomplished 16 full and partial replications of the 

preference research involving 571 students and 42 data structures courses at 

four universities. He concludes that future research is needed to find out WHY 

75°/o of the students prefer flowcharts over pseudocode. These results 

prompted him to question the initial conclusions of Schneiderman's research in 

1977 as to the .. invalidity of flowcharts.•• 

In 1989, he provided his test results of this problem [43]. He reviewed 

Schneiderman's original experiment and detected some flaws. The first 

.. difficulty" was that Schneiderman tested experienced FORTRAN programmers. 
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The validity of such a subject group is questionable. Scanlan's analogy is worth 

quoting. 

Since detailed flowcharts may be an alternative 
representation of the syntax of a program, it should not be 
helpful to programmers familiar with a programming 
language. Having a French recipe in addition to an English 
version of the same recipe would not be helpful to a cook 
knowledgeable in both languages. {29) 

From a more statistical standpoint, Scanlan points out three major faults with 

Schneiderman•s experiments. 

{1) The subjects were given unlimited time to comprehend the FORTRAN 
code and flowcharts before being tested as to comprehension. 
Statistically, there was no difference in comprehension rates. The 
unanswered question is of course, did the flowchart subjects spend less 
time in comprehending? 

{2} Five of the questions required the subjects to use FORTRAN-format 
statements for 1/0. Since the flowchart contained no information on the 
required formats only FORTRAN code could be used. 

(3) The experiment used only simple algorithms. Scanlan questioned that 
as the algorithms became more complex, would the insignificance 
between flowchart and FORTRAN comprehension remain. (29-30) 

He designed an experiment to test five hypotheses against three complexities of 

algorithms producing 15 various outcomes. 

H1: Flowcharts take less time to comprehend. 
H2: Flowcharts produce fewer errors in understanding. 
H3: Flowcharts give students more confidence in their understanding of 
an algorithm. 
H4: Flowcharts reduce the time spent answering questions about an 
algorithm. 
HS: Flowcharts reduce the number of times students need to look at an 
algorithm. {30} 

An example of the comparative complex pseudocode and flowchart used for the 

test is provided in Appendix B. 
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The testing was administered through a computer interface which tracked 

the variables. The independent variable was structured flowchart vs 

pseudocode. There were five dependent variables. 

{1) The number of seconds the subjects viewed the algorithms. 
{2) The percentage of questions answered correctly about the algorithms. 
{3) The confidence level for answers to questions about the algorithms. 
{4) The number of seconds the subjects viewed questions and spent 
answering questions about the algorithms . 
{5) The number of times an algorithm was brought into view. {31) 

There were 82 subjects from the MIS curriculum. The average age was 27.8, 

the average GPA was 3.24 and the subjects were literate in 3.35 programming 

languages. 

The tabled results are provided in Appendix C. The overall summary is 

that for all the hypotheses except number 1 using the simple algorithm, 

flowcharts were shown to provide better comprehension than pseudocode. 

Both the graphical and pseudocode methodologies can provide the 

necessary abstraction from syntax details. However, it appears that the 

graphical methods can better tap into the intuitive mental processes for teaching 

(and comprehending) algorithm development as explained above. Given 

Scanlan•s research, the obvious choice for teaching beginning programming 

while abstracting the details of the syntax for any specific language ought to 

incorporate an iconic .. flowchart .. type of environment rather than a pseudocode 

approach. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

General Development Guidelines 

The system should incorporate a way in which some theoretical concepts 

can be introduced without distracting the students from their overall goal of 

problem solving using algorithmic programming. The system should provide a 

direct link {though hidden) between the abstractions of algorithm development 

and the details of the implementation language. 

Development of an intuitive system for beginning programming should go 

beyond the confines of merely showing flow of control. Many a student has had 

correct code which compiled and ran only to find out that something was not 

correct in the output. Several semantic oversights can be the culprit. Students 

can often omit the blocking statements for iterated sections, incorrectly 

parenthesize, or mix data types within assignment statements. The last is not 

difficult to forget when the student sees: 

totalvalue := markup+ dealercost * totalitems. 

The comprehension and use of correct data types must be developed early. The 

system needs to visually reinforce the data types (not just the identifier names) in 

use. Not only must simple data types be addressed early in the course (and 

program) but complex ones as well. As mentioned above, Pratt [36] has had 

great success in teaching complex data structures early. 

Even more frustrating is the fact that many beginners have difficulty 

keeping in mind the precedence of the operators and the need for proper 

parenthetic placement. The system should provide some graphical 

representation to assist in this problem area. 
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Another difficulty the beginner has is in keeping the statement blocks 

(begin-end) correctly matched. Even toward the end of a PASCAL course many 

students are still missing the obvious need to iteratively execute a group of 

statements instead of the single statement after the FOR-DO line. 

If the algorithm has a particularly complex selection tree (typically nested 

if-then, while, and repeat statements) many beginners tend to get lost within 

these when the nesting gets more than two levels deep. The system needed to 

simplify this problem. 

Students tend to build the programming assignments from the bottom up. 

They rarely start in the main body, and even if they do, as soon as the first 

procedure call is made they proceed to write the procedure then return to main. 

This often causes extra work because the main flow has not been well thought 

out and the procedure ends up being modified or rewritten to fit with the final 

design. The system needs to enforce (or at least strongly encourage) a top

down design. 

Another problem with student programs is their desire to access variables 

globally. An experienced programmer fully appreciates the problem of side 

effects when parameter passing is not enforced. Any variable selected for use in 

a procedure ought to cause the system to indicate where the declaration of that 

variable is made. The system should introduce as a normal thought process the 

concept of Seeping and Globality not only with variables but with procedures and 

functions as well. 

While on the concept of procedures, the parameter list needs to 

graphically reinforce not only the data types being passed but also in which 

direction(s) the pass is occurring. 
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In spite of the admirable pseudocode-general ideas of Wells and Kurtz 

[48], at this time the ACM Curriculum specifies "procedural" as the choice for 

CS 1. I believe we can move the beginners• understanding from a syntax-specific 

language to the more general procedural paradigm using a graphical 

representation. The system could then generate a choice of procedural source 

codes (PASCAL, ADA, C, MODULA-2) for the student to view before compiling. 

This approach would represent a first step in teaching multi-language fluency. 

Choice of Systems 

Though there are some existing systems which incorporate some of these 

graphical concepts they have been primarily available on high cost workstations. 

With the advances over the past three years in PC technologies both in 

hardware (80386, 80486, and 68030 processors, VGA and Super VGA) and 

software interfaces (MS Windows), the advantages of these GUI's can now be 

incorporated into less expensive systems than workstations. 

The development of the system was implemented for a Microsoft 

Windows 3.0 environment. The choice of the PC and Windows is due to the 

need to make available an easy to use environment to which many students 

could have access. Additionally, if the system could be implemented 

successfully in a system as simple as the PC and DOS environment, then 

translation to higher level systems running UNIX and X-Windows should prove 

less difficult. Migration in the other direction could pose greater problems. 

Given that the proposed system is a higher level abstraction of language it 

became easier to name it than simply refer to it as .. the system... This author 

chose to use the name: BACCII (pronounced bach'ee). It uses the author's 
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initials plus the .. Code for Information Interchange... For the remainder of the 

paper, this name is used to refer to the developed application. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ICON DEVELOPMENT AND SELECTION 

Data Icons 

During the initial conceptualization of this research, it became apparent 

that selection of the iconic representations was non-trivial. Though Waguespack 

(47] has had much success with Visual Metaphors, it seemed prudent to obtain 

student preferences to a variety of shapes which might intuitively communicate 

the information. A survey of students from the first PASCAL and beginning data 

structures courses at the end of the semester was accomplished. One hundred 

thirty seven surveys were collected. The survey was a simple opinion poll in 

which the student was shown several shapes and asked to identify which 

communicated each of the basic data concepts: 

integer, real, char, boolean, string, and arrays. 

The results were not conclusive. I believe a properly prepared survey 

which could do a multi-selection elimination of preferences could provide 

valuable insights to the use of intuitive icons. Given 

these results, I decided to incorporate some of 

Waguespack's ideas plus rely on guidelines given 

by Lodding [27], McCleary [30], and Wood [52]. The 

icons I finally settled upon are in Figure 4-1. The 

icons in BACCII are all colored differently in order to 

assist in visually distinguishing them. 

The icons do have a rationale. The integer 

icon has .. rounded .. corners to indicate a round or 

whole number. The real representation has sharp 
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corners to indicate precision. Additionally, in many of the procedural languages 

reals may not be assigned to integer variables without a round or truncate 

operation being specifically performed on them. The icons suggest that while a 

round (integer) peg may go in a square (real) hole, the opposite fit will not occur! 

The ellipsis of the enumerated type should provided good indication of the 

ordinal qualities of the enumerated types. The remainder of the icons 1 believe 

are sufficiently self-explanatory. 

Statement Icons 

As indicated above, the choice of a flowchart organization seemed best 

given Scanlan's work. I chose not to use .. standard .. flowchart nomenclature. 

Here again developing more intuitive icons was appropriate. 

The procedural languages are almost all a block-structured or ALGOL 

type of language. They are free format languages using reserved words which 

the parser within the compiler understands. The other feature is the manner in 

which blocks are declared. The use of begin-end or opening and closing braces 

{ } to indicate the blocking of statements together provides a necessary part of 

the icon representation. 

~ 
[~TMT] 

cb 
Figure 4-2. 

Blocks --

The b_node and e_node (Figure 4-2) are critical to the 

operation of BACCI I. I recognized early that in order to keep the 

screen from becoming extremely cluttered, I had to limit the 

display. Thus the use of a b_node connected to a general 

statement node connected to an e_node would provide some 

control on chaos. All statements between the begin-end pair are 

organized sequentially at the level one is viewing. If a need to 

execute another block occurs, the display· will show a compound 
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statement node and nothing else. Should the user wish to see the contents of 

that compound statement, he/she must specifically expand the view of that node. 

That new block is of course, a pair of begin-end nodes with several statements 

between to execute. The recursive expansion can continue for as many levels 

as one needs. The display shows only one level of begin-end pairs at a time. 

In order to provide the generic capabilities to generate source code in any 

third generation language, I elected to define the statements within groupings. 

In general, the algorithmic process accomplishes its tasks based on a very 

simple premise: 

1. sequence, 

2. selection, and 

3. iteration. 

This trinary representation caused me to realize that all the statements can be 

grouped ideologically within three categories. Sequence can be thought of as 

single statements which accomplish single actions. Selection is a boolean 

process which causes branching of some sort. Iteration 

includes several looping constructs and the iteration is 

based on a boolean evaluation. 

As defined, the sequence steps include the 

./.·"·-
~ 
~-

assignment statement, the subroutine call, and all 

Input/Output (1/0) operations (Figure 4-3). The "what" @ 
icon allows comments to be imbedded in the stream. The 

assignment icon uses the BNF notation plus the addition 

of an arrowhead. The subroutine call was designed to 

give the illusion of going through a tunnel. Since a 
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subroutine is a break from the current processing sequence with a return to the 

same place, a tunnel should give an illusion of this concept. 

In most procedural 1/0 there is little intuitive distinction between writes to 

screen or file and reads from keyboard or files. The differences in all these 

languages can be as subtle as: 

readln (value); 
readln (the_place, value); 

where the inclusion of the logical filename "the_place" indicates read from a file. 

This assumes that the_place has been declared as a file variable. If it has not 

then the readln expects two variable values from keyboard . It seemed more 

appropriate to break down these operations into separate icons. A read from a 

keyboard should look like a keyboard; a write to screen should look like a 

terminal screen. If the information was to come from files, then select an icon 

which looks like a disk and indicate whether it is going to or coming from the 

disk. Logically, providing the disk symbol with an open or close display goes 

intuitively with the read or write operations. 

cp, 
()TMI] ()TMT) ==> or ~~ 

I I 

Figure 4-4. Selection --

The selection process (Figure 4-4) 

involves either a single or multiple selection 

decision: hence either a single question mark or 

several question marks. Since an if-then 

statement is an if-then-else question with a null 

else option, I chose to provide only an if-then

else icon and have the user specifically fill in the 

else with null if not needed. The single question 

is answered true or false and the correct path 

is chosen. The case statement on the other 
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hand can provide a multiple selection opportunity. Each of the choices must be 

an ordinal type selection but the correct flow path can be selected based on the 

answer. 

The final grouping (Figure 4-5) includes three looping constructs: the for

loop, the test before iterate (white-do in PASCAL), and the test after iterate 

(repeat-until). I chose to indicate 

the for-loop as shown: a loop 

with the words FOR in the 

middle. This loop is different 

from the other two in that while it 

is a test before iterate construct, 

all three components of the loop 

construct (initialization, modi

fication, and test step) are 

contained in the for statement. It 

~ 
I 

[~lMI) 
I 
I 

' 
[Ct1PD) 
STMT 

I 
(C~1PD) i ? STMT I 

I 
I 

F1gure 4-5. Iterative Icons 

does not require separate statements outside of the body (initialization) and 

within the body (modification) of the loop. Additionally, it can only evaluate a 

single ordinal value as part of the test condition. It must always have a 

statement to iterate and so it is created with a child of a single statement. 

The other two loops I have chosen to call a pretest and posttest loop. The 

icons convey this in that the iteration part (the spiral loop) is shown after or 

before the question is asked. These loops also require a modification step as 

part of the body. In practice it is rare to see these type loops with single 

statements for iteration. Therefore I chose to always create these loop 

statements with a child node which is a compound statement (e.g., a begin-end 

block pair). 
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General Data 

CHAPTER V 

DATA STRUCTURES 

After completion of the basic layout of the data and code icons, the next 

phase required developing the data structures for each BACCII file. Given the 

common characteristics of the procedural or block structured languages, the 

information had to be stored information in such a way as to allow building ASCII 

source codes from the data structures. 

For the most part, the design constaint was to have BACCII handle exact 

syntax in the code generation functions. The storage of user information for both 

declarations and code had to be generic with a few exceptions. The greatest 

variance between the languages is in the 1/0 statements. Exact formatting of 

reads and writes would be impossible to provide generically. Since BACCII is 

designed as an algorithmic development programming tool with an end result of 

generating source code, I decided that the best way to approach the formatting 

problem was to provide a help screen with the various syntax rules for each of 

the languages. Since the node would input and store the variable list as an 

ASCII string, the user could specifically input the appropriate formatting via 

keyboard. 

Each program developed had to have the ability to declare four entities: 

CONSTANTS, TYPES, VARIABLES, and SUBROUTINES. TYPE declarations 

can be broken down into enumerated and general type declarations. The 

general type declaration can be a simple name conversion, for example: 

String30 = string[30]; 

or a more complicated type such as a record. 
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Subroutines can themselves have the same declaration sections as the 

main program. Initially, I thought following this convention would be appropriate. 

However, in doing an analysis of the requirements for the str~ctures, I realized 

that each subroutine would require 46 KBytes of memory. In many cases, a 

great deal of space would be allocated which was going unused. 

For most projects, even large ones, programmers in practice rarely 

declare enumerated and record types within subroutines. Thus, I chose to have 

only one global declaration for these. BACCII allows the user to create 10 

record types and 25 enumerated types available to all subroutines. These are 

implemented as an array of records using nested records as needed. 

Each record declaration allocates space for 25 variable sub-fields. Each 

variable requires a little over 11 0 bytes of memory. The record also stores a 

name and information about the graphic display. Given that there are 10 record 

types in the record array the space for these uses about 29,000 bytes. 

Each of the 25 array items for enumerated types store 32 bytes for the 

enumerated identifier and 128 bytes for the string of values separated by 

commas. The total storage for the enumerated types is 4,000 bytes. 

There are several windows• specific global variables such as handles 

which are allocated from the local heap, stack, etc., but these are not items 

unique to a particular user•s program. The enumerated types and records are 

part of the user•s program and are therefore written to disk. 

Main Body and Subroutines 

Each subroutine declaration must store the name, constants, variables, 

parameters, and function return type (NULL if a procedure). BACCII allocates an 

array of 25 values for the constants, 25 values for the variables, 8 values for 
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parameters, and 32 bytes for the name. Here again, the variables and 

parameters require 110 bytes per array position and the constants require 160 

bytes per array position. In other words, the variables and constants require 

2750 and 4000 bytes, respectively, for each subroutine declared. 

In addition there are integers to track how many of each array is used. 

Since the structure is hooked via a tree like structure dynamically, there are 

handles to the parent and an array of handles for up to 15 subroutines per 

subroutine declaration. In order to track the screen positioning during movement 

between compound statement levels, a couple of other integers are required. In 

addition there is a handle to the code section which is allocated separately for 

each subroutine module. 

typedef struct sub_program { 
char name [ 321 ; 
int parent; 
ID_ARRAY array_of_vars; 
ID_AND_TYPE parms[Max_parms]; 
int num_parms; 
TAGCONST constants[Max_Const]; 
GLOBALHANDLE hRecords; 
int current_const; 
enum tagtype functiontype; 
int num_subproc; 
GLOBALHANDLE subproc[MaxProcedures]; 
int num_of_nodes; 
GLOBALHANDLE hCode; 
int current_block; 
int current_level; 
} SUB_PROGRAM; 

Given that few subroutines use that many variables the reader is realizing 

that a great deal of space is wasted. Initial development required simplifying 

certain aspects of the data structures. I was unfamiliar with the dynamic 

allocation of memory in the Wjndows environment. It is not as straightforward as 

pointer usage in other programming, since Windows can move code and data 
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segments at will to maximize available memory. (That is how it achieves its 

multitasking.) The storing of a pointer to a memory location had no guarantee of 

being valid 20 milliseconds after assignment. Early on I declared all items as 

statically allocated arrays until I had a good understanding of Window's global 

allocation rules. 

After completing the project and becoming thoroughly familiar with the 

Windows programming environment, realize that BACCII's memory 

requirements could be trimmed considerably. It would be more effective to 

globally allocate one correctly sized large block of memory for all variable 

storage. Within this block could be numerous linked lists. Each subroutine 

module would then store a head pointer to its respective variable list. The same 

could be done with the constants, enumerated types, and records. The dynamic 

allocation of memory to each of these would result in a considerable savings in 

space. 

Even with the excess allocated by using arrays for variables and 

constants, each subroutine declaration uses only about 7,000 bytes. Twenty 

subroutines requires only 140,000 bytes. While this may seem a lot, the 

windows environment allows allocation from the global heap. Given its extended 

memory mapping modes, this means that as much memory as is installed, less 

operating system, windows, and BACCII is available to the data. On a PC with 

two to four megabytes, it is unlikely that a student program will exhaust it. 

Future changes for a production tool will require rework of the data 

structures, of course. In addition, a method for temporarily storing sections of 

data automatically to disk needs to be added to insure that available RAM is not 

exceeded. BACCII does check for every dynamic allocation and provides an 

error message and error handler should insufficient memory be available for use. 
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It woud be simple to modify the error handler to store a block of memory to disk, 

free the RAM, and allocate a new block. 

Code Sections 

As mentioned in Chapter IV above, BACCII does handle all coding 

statements with icons. As each is connected to the next in sequence, a two

way linked list is used. In addition, some of the statements are created with child 

nodes: single and multiple selection, for, pretest, and posttest loops. The need 

for a parent pointer is obvious. I chose to limit the children for the multiple 

selection (case statement) to 15. In an academic setting this should be 

sufficient. An 80 byte character string is available to store each piece of 

information. For example, 

.. value ::= salary1 +markup ....... or 
.. not EOF (infile1) AND not EOF (infile2)". 

Finally, since each node must be placed within the graphical arena, the structure 

stores a unique x, y plot. 

typedef struct NODE { 
BOOL occupied; 
enum node_type type_node; 
char comment[80]; 
int x; 
int y; 
int parent; 
int previous; 
int next; 
int child[15]; /*needed for case options*/ 
int num_children; 

}NODE; 
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CHAPTER VI 

MAIN SCREEN DISPLAYS 

When the user first activates BACCII, he/she is presented with a standard 

Windows layout. I attempted throughout BACCII to provide directed guidance. 

In addition to several HELP buttons for text based help screens, I endeavored to 

clearly indicate what options are available. Windows based programming allows 

the Enabling/Disabling of menu items. This "graying" as it is called clearly 

indicates and enforces what is permitted. 

The use of these grayed menus only allows the user to select FILE 

options when the program is first activated. The selection of FILE presents a 

drop down menu which allows one to 

create a new file or open an existing one. 

After selection is made, the user is shown 

more information (Figure 6-1 ). 

The user now has three choices: 

heading, declarations, and main body. 

BACCII enforces the need to declare the 

program name before one declares 

anything else. It also requires at least one 

declaration be made before the main body 

be accessed. Appropriate messages are 

presented if the sequence is incorrect. 

rt1 ( Heading 

a r ~ 
I 

1 
Declarations n 

'- J 

t1 r ~ 

0 

d Main 

ll Body 

1 
e 

J ' ' 
Figure 6-1. Main Module 

While the "Heading" input is handled through a dialog box, the 

''Declarations" presents a graphic of the available choices here. Since most high 

level languages can have declarations of constants, types, variables, and 
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subroutines, BACCII adds 

more to the display (Figure 

6-2). 

To declare any of 

the various options, the 

user clicks on the appro

priate oval. Constants and 

subroutines are handled 

via dialog boxes while 

Figure 6-2. Declarations Expansion Type and Variable 

Declarations have their 

own screens (Chapter VII). 

The dialog boxes for constant and subroutine declarations appear in 

Figures 6-3 and 6-4, respectively. The user places the identifier and value in the 

edit boxes and "Accepts." There is no requirement for quotation marks in the 

value box. When 

SA CCII generates 

source code any value 

which cannot be 

converted to integer or 

real is assumed to be a 

character string and 

quotation marks 

appropriate to the 

language syntax are 

inserted. 

-,-

Constant Declarations 

Constant Identifier Constant Value 

I Accept I I Delete jFinished I HELP 

Figure 6-3. Constant Dialog Box 
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The subroutine declaration dialog 

box displays only the subroutines declared 

within the scope of the parent. If the user 

wishes to declare a new subroutine, then 

selection of that button allocates the 

memory for it. The name is handled via a 

simple dialog box while the parameter list 

uses an iconic full screen mode. 

The parameter declaration screen 

uses a .. paint program .. style of display in 

l 

- -
Declare Subroutine 

Select Subroutine 

I Define New Subroutine I 

which the data icons (both basic and user Figure 6-4. Subroutine Dialog Box 

defined) are presented on the left side. The 

user selects the type, and another dialog box (Figure 6-5) is displayed to accept 

the parameter name and direction of pass. From there the user clicks the 

mouse in the client area and a tube like bitmap is created and displayed (Figure 

6-6). 

-

Parameter 10 

Enter Parameter 
Name 

Select passing option. 

® Parameter IN 

0 Parameter OUT 

0 Parameter IN-OUT 

Figure 6-5. Parameter Dialog Box 
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After the initiali-

zation of the new 

subroutine is complete, 

BACCI! slightly changes 

the display previously 

shown in Figure 6-1. It is 

called a submodule and 

the color scheme is altered 

along with the displayed 

name. Here again the 



subroutine has a declaration section for constants, variables, and other 

subroutines. The display from this point is recursive. 

lei cost finished id num 

Figure 6-6. Parameter Passing 
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CHAPTER VII 

VARIABLE AND TYPE DECLARATIONS 

Variable Declarations 

As with the parameter declarations, BACCII handles variable declarations 

by displaying a screen much like a paint program (see Appendix D). By 

selecting a type with a mouse, the user is presented a dialog box (Figure 7-1) to 

allow the input of the variable name, indicate if it is an array, and provide 

comment as to its use. By 

clicking in the client area, one 

enters the variable into the data 

base and the graphical 

representation with the name is 

created and displayed. BACCII 

allows creation of more user 

defined data types. 

Type Declarations 

Enumerated types are 

II 

Variable Name 

Enter Variable 
Name 

Array Bounds 

I 

If checked. 
variable is array. 

lower Upper 

0 Array 

~ I Cancel I !comment I I HELP I 
Figure 7-1. Variable Name Dialog Box 

handled through a dialog box (Figure 7-2). Since all enumerated types are 

essentially the same, I decided that a single iconic representation with a text title 

of the type name was sufficient. 

For new type declarations including record types a screen is available 

much like that used in the variable declaration section. After the user places the 

variables on the screen, he/she is allowed to "encapsulate" the icons with an 

inclosing rectangle. If the rectangle placement is correct, the user can "accept" 

the new data icon and is challenged for the new type's name. After input, the 
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new data is shrunk to a 45 by 45 pixel bitmap 

and displayed in the .. paint brush menu .. as a I 
new type. Figure 7-3 shows the creation of a 

new record type. 

-
Enumerated Types 

Enumerated 
Name 

U I 
I Add I I Del I 

I Change I 
Elements: 

Separate with a comma. 

After the declaration of a new type and 

system creation of the icon, the new type is 

available to create other new types such as 

nesting record types (Figure 7-4). Variables 

I I---;:::::::::::=:::;-----;::======:;--" 
! I Finished I I HELP I 

declared as an array are displayed in such a Figure 7-2. Enumerated Dialog 

manner as to convey the image of a card file or 

cardex arrangement (Figure 7-5). 

Box 

Finished Encapsulate Accept Delete Variable Modify Record 

0 D ~ 
® ~ fE ~ 0 

Name Phone 

( ...... ) 0 0 
Address 

ld num 

D ~ 
Weight Dues_paid 

Figure 7-3. Record Type Declaration 
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Finished Encapsulate Accept Delete Variable Modify Record 

0 D G9 
® ~ fE 0 

Team number Division 

( ...... ] 
., 0 - -D 0 - ..._ 
c • - -

)II 0 - -D 0 -
., 0 - -D 0 -

., a - -D 0 -
c --8 --0 a --c 8 - - - - - -
Empl_l Empl_2 Emp1_3 

Figure 7-4. Nested Record Type 
----------------

~ ! 51h ) --=-------....--.--. ~ 4tb ) 

.--, ,_;,:-,-,,--0-r----..----____,~ u~ ) 
._ 0....... Jl_j-·__,j)' J 1111111 ;n ......... 

D 
IIIUun 

~ 
.... ,.. -u•ll 

Figure 7-5. Array Graphic Display 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CODING 

Code Structuring 

BACCI! provides a standard access to code regardless of the subroutine. 

Click in the body section of the bitmap display (Figure 6-1) and the system 

moves to a new screen. Since BACCI! handles block structured languages, all 

blocks have a begin-end pair with a bracketed non-terminal statement icon 

(Figure 4-2). 

In order to insure syntactic correctness, BACCI! allows the user to input 

new statements only if they would be correct in the parse tree. The user selects 

a statement from the "paint menu" (Figure 8-1) and clicks on the <STMT> node 

in the display. Any selection other than a statement non-terminal is not 

accepted. BACCI! automatically calculates screen locations for each new 

selection and scrolls the screen display down. Since the begin-end nodes can 

always accept a "sibling" in sequence, BACCI! always has a 

<STMT> icon above the e_node to allow expansion. 

As was briefly mentioned in Chapter 4, the sequence 

statements simply replace the <STMT> icon. The remainder of 

the selection and iteration statements always are created in 

groupings. For instance, one cannot create just the "if" part of a 

selection. The user always gets both <STMT> options for true

false. The same process is applied to all "multiple statement" 

icons. 

Some of these are created with child nodes of <STMT> 

while others always create children of <CMPD STMT> which is Figure s-1. 
Statement Menu 
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a compound statement. Any 

<STMT > node can be converted 

to <CMPO STMT> by selecting 

the latter's icon from the paint 

menu and clicking on the former 

(Figure 8-2). Compound 

cr, 
[~TMT) [~TMT) 
I I 

Figure 8-2. Compound Statement Replacement 

statement icons provide a "window" to the next level. The icon itself will hold an 

80 character comment. Thus, the user can make a note to themselves about 

which actions should occur within the compound statement and continue with the 

current level of thought. There is a somewhat "out of sight, out of mind" 

philosophy involved here. 

With a text based editor, users will undoubtedly type the keywords in the 

document and then proceed to enter the actions which should occur on a 

selection or iterative process. For example, when an if-then-else is placed in the 

editor, usually the if <condition> is typed. Immediately the programmer begins to 

place the statement or statements (begin-end) which are executed if true. Within 

the true option could be other selection criterion and more nesting of blocks. In 

a true top down design, the user would rarely worry at first pass exactly how to 

accomplish actions, only that if the condition is true "such and so" should occur 

and if false "this and that" should occur. The focus of attention should remain 

on: "after the if-then-else completes, what comes next." In this way the 

programmer better organizes the design by maintaining focus. 

BACCII tends to "force" this type of thinking. Since it places the full 

template on the screen with each programming statement, the user has to 

specifically select the non-terminals which he/she wishes to replace next. In the 

case of an if-then-else, should the <STMT> really be a single action, replacing it 
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is simplistic. However, if the user needs to accomplish several actions, one must 

first replace the <STMT> with the <CMPD STMT> icon. Next the individual must 

select the menu item "EXPAND" and select that <CMPD STMT>. BACCII keeps 

track of the details via linked lists, clears the screen and presents the 

begin-<stmt>-end block (Figure 4-2). Here the user inputs the actions which 

would occur if the condition were true (or false depending on which <CMPD 

STMT> had been expanded). To return to the previous level, select the menu 

item "UNEXPAND". 

This process is identical for the <CMPD STMT> in pretest, posttest, for

loop, and if-then-else. The case condition child nodes can also be expanded. 

However, instead of the structure field containing a comment it contains the 

actual ordinal test value of the case statement option. 

Before expansion, by selecting the <CMPD STMT> icon, BACCI I presents 

a simple dialog box to accept a comment. The user places a brief comment of 

actions to occur and proceeds with the current level of thought. Upon return to 

this (and all other compound statements), the user can expand to the next level 

and focus on: "OK, what actions go in this block to achieve the desired result." 

BACCI! will display these comments in the Caption Bar at the top of the screen 

within the block as a reminder to the user of what actions to place in the 

begin-end pairing. 

One of the side benefits of this organization is that in the process of 

accomplishing the note making, the user is building a commented code. When 

BACCII finally generates the source code, all the comments are generated as 

well and the user has a very neat, internally documented source code. 
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User Input to Each Statement 

As mentioned above, each statement node can store an 80 character 

string for each section. It can contain an assignment expression, boolean 

expression, case condition value, and so on. Input to each BACCI! statement is 

diverse but not as wide ranging as one would suppose. One of the guiding 

principles was to create a system which would guarantee syntactically correct 

code. As explained eariler this syntactic accuracy is achieved through a parse 

tree construction process. Gaining semantic correctness is not as fool proof but 

certainly many advances can be made. 

BACCI! accepts almost all input through an edit box. This type of object in 

Windows allows basic typing input. They can be small to handle a few 

characters or large enough to process entire documents. The user always has 

the option of typing each value in just as in text based programming. This of 

course would bypass many of the automatic features of the system. 

Since the GUI of Windows is predominantly a mouse operation, I wanted 

to take as much advantage of that feature as possible. One could speed the 

composition time if the user did not have to type every item. Once a variable 

name has been entered upon declaration, why should the user have to retype it 

whenever it is used? Why not select it from a list and have the system 

concatenate it into the edit box? 

That brought up the problem of global accessibility. Since the system 

would have to search the existing data structures in order to display the choices, 

it could also track which ones are local to a subroutine and which are global. By 

displaying the choices clearly identified in two different list boxes, the user will be 

very much aware of doing a global access and hopefully realize that the potential 
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for semantic side effects exists. In other words, the user can globally access a 

variable but he/she will definitely be aware that such an access is occurring. 

Nearly all the dialog boxes for input to each statement node provide both 

local and global variable list boxes. They also have OK, CANCEL, and HELP 

buttons. At this time the help system has not been created but all the necessary 

hooks have been placed in the program so a future modification could easily 

incorporate one. Thereafter each dialog box has specifically designed objects to 

assist in the "reduce typing to the min" ideology. 

Assignment and Boolean Expressions 

The assignment box (Figure 8-3) provides an example. The user has 

available all the point and click options necessary to handle an assignment 

statement. 

Assignment Statement 

0 .. 0 DIV 
VGrit~ b les Functions 

Local Glob a I 
0 - 0 ( 

0 * 0 ) 

0 I 0 1\.100 

0 ··= 

0 lcAHCELI Assignment Line I Evi.!luate I I HELP I 
II I 

Figure 8-3. Assignment Dialog Box 
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The user can select all necessary variables, operators, parentheses, and 

functions from the screen. These items are concatenated onto the string and 

displayed in the edit box. 

Several features were added to make the process more semantically 

correct. The functions are not displayed until after the assignment token is 

selected since a function cannot appear as an L-value in an assignment 

statement. The function box lists the predefined system functions such as ABS, 

SQRT, etc., as well as any user defined functions which occur within the scope 

of the current subroutine. The functions appear with a parameter list showing 

the type of variable the function expects. BACCII will evaluate the function 

parameter list, highlighting each parameter type and then filling the local and 

global variable list boxes only with variables of that type. Thus, if the user 

selects only the listed variables, it would be very difficult to hand the compiler a 

parameter mismatch error. 

A similar feature is used concerning variables which are arrays. As 

BACCII fills the list boxes from the declaration data structures, it also determines 

which are arrays and concatenates the limits in a PASCAL type of symbology, 

e.g., [1 .. 50]. After the user selects an array value, the system highlights the 

bounds and will replace it with whatever index the user gives it (keyboard or 

mouse). Although arrays in many block structured languages can be declared 

with ordinal values (integer, char, or enumerated) and with multiple dimensions, 

BACCII only accepts one dimension and integer ranges. This limitation could be 

easily removed. It was an early design decision to simplify the development. 

Just as with the parameter list, the system could search the data base and only 

list variables and/or constants which fit the correct type of the indices. 
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The Boolean expression box (Figure 8-4) works in the same manner 

except all the list boxes would be filled initially upon display since there is no 

L-value in the expression. The reader will notice however that many more 

objects are provided such as the NOT, AND, OR, etc. The Boolean Expression 

is used with the single selection, pretest, and posttest icons. 

0 = 

0 != 

0 >= 

0 I 

0 DIV 

0( 

0 <= 0 ) 

0 < 0 MOD 

0 ) 0AND 

0 ... OoR 

0 - ONOT 

0 ,.. 

-· 

Boolean Experession 

Variable~ Functions 

local Global 

0 lcANCELI Expression IEvlllullte I I HELP I 
,, 

Figure 8-4. Boolean Expressions Dialog Box 

II 

I 

Both assignment and boolean dialog boxes have an "EVALUATE .. button. 

This is a hook for future enhancement to the system. By selecting it the user 

would be shown a display of the statement in the edit box which would appear as 

icons for each variable with surrounding rectangles showing the "inward-out" 

evaluation of the statement with the normal precedence rules (Figure 8-5). This 

display would assist the beginner particularly in learning the precedence rules. 
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He/She could "REWORK" the statement if the evaluation is not what they 

expected or "ACCEPT". There is an additional advantage here. By using the 

icons the user would be reminded of the "mixing" of data types and hopefully this 

would further reduce the affects on the semantical outcome of the compiled 

code! 

D--.- D+ 
totalvalue dealercost totalitems markup 

Figure 8-5. Precedence evaluation 

Subroutine Calls 

The dialog box for subroutine calls (Figure 8-6) not only allows for 

selection of the subroutine name and parameter list but also allows the user to 

quickly define a new subroutine without returning to the main screen. The logic 

here was that if a user is truly creating top down, he/she should be able to 

decide that a subroutine should be inserted at a particular point and that "x, y, 

and z" variables need to be passed to the subroutine. After that the user should 

move on with the current train of thought. Later one can return to main screen, 

call up the declarations option, select subroutine, select the name, and finish 

filling in the details such as local variables and body statements. By default, a 

declaration of a subroutine made in this way, will be a child of the main program 

rather than a child of the current subroutine body. This decision gives it 

maximum scoping. 
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The dialog box has three list boxes: the standard two for variables and 

one for subroutines. The initial display only shows the subroutine list box filled. 

After the user selects the call, BACCI! proceeds down the parameter list, 

evaluating for type and filling the variable list boxes with the correct variables, 

constants, etc., similar to the function calls described above. 

-

Procedure Call 

Select Procedure Local Variables Global Variables 
II 

I Define New Procedure I 
Figure 8-6. Procedure Call Dialog Box 

Input I Output Dialog Boxes 

The 1/0 is handled by six icons as previously shown. There are two icons 

for opening and closing files. There are two icons for reading from or writing to 

files. There is an icon for keyboard input and one for screen output. There are 

two dialog boxes for open/close. The close is a simple list box and OK, etc., 

buttons. The open file dialog box (Figure 8-7) displays the logical filenames 

(e.g., variables declared as text type) and variables of type string. This node 
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stores all the infor- lr---------o_P.=..EN~F..:..:IL:..:::E=--_______ __, 

mation necessary to 

generate code to 

perform the steps to 

open a file. The 

logical name is 

selected as well as 

the physical name. 

Since a string value 

could be assigned the 

physical name prior to 

entering this open 

Logical Name 

0 Read 

0 Write 

0 Append 

Physical Name: Enter 
quoted literal or select 

string variable. 

Variables 

OK II HELP 

Cancel 

Figure 8-7. Open Files Dialog Box 

statement, the string types are displayed for convenience of entry. If the 

physical name must be entered by hand, the user must type in a quoted literal. 

The actual read or write to a file is handled through the same dialog box 

(Figure 8-8). The instruction text displays within the box are changed prior to 

displaying the box for the appropriate case. Initially, the user is only shown the 

filled "Files" list box to guide correct selection. The logical file is placed in the 

edit box and the variables are filled into the "Identifiers" list box. As the user 

selects the variable names, they are concatenated into the edit string. Since 

enumerated types cannot be read or written directly, they are not displayed in 

either case. The constants are displayed only for the write to disk option. The 

1/0 from screen and keyboard dialog box appears much like Figure 8-8, except 

the two list boxes are titled Local and Global Variables. 
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File Action 

Select File 

Files Identifiers 

D Check if you want carriage return. 

~--------------------~1 li 
OK I Cancel I I Help I 

Figure 8-8. File 110 Dialog Box 

Multiple Selection and Ordinal Value Loop 

The multiple selection icons are used in pairs: in essence a case icon 

and two or more case condition icons. Since a case statement is a multiple 

selection based on an ordinal value, the user is only shown ordinal variables in 

the two list boxes (Figure 8-9}. Clicking on one with the mouse causes the 

variable to be copied into the edit box. Here again, if the value is an array, 

BACCII highlights the bounds and awaits the index value from keyboard or 

mouse. After the variable is filled in the focus moves the cursor to the smaller 

edit box for the number of statements to create. The system always creates an 

else or otherwise option (default in C) as one of the given number. In the case 

of an enumerated type, BACCI! searches the data base and determines how 

many values were declared for that type. It adds one to the total and 

automatically displays this as a suggested value. Clicking on a <STMT> auto

matically creates the icons as shown earlier in Figure 4-4. 
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The case condition icons 

have fairly simple dialog boxes 

(Figure 8-10). The coding is more 

complex. BACCII accesses the 

comment field of the parental case 

statement. It searches the declar-

ation data base for a match and 

accesses the type. Based on the 

ordinal type, it searches the 

constant declaration data base for 

any constants which evaluate to 

the correct ordinal type and 

displays these. Finally, it displays 

a few samples of the correct type. 

Multiple Selection 

Select the Ordinal Variable to 
be used. 

Local 
Variables 

Global 
Variables 

D I 

OK I Cancel I I HELP I 11 

Figure 8-9. Case Statement Dialog Box 

For example, an integer type in parent would list the digits 0 through 10. A 

character type would display •a• through 'z'. The nicest feature is that the 

programmer does not have to remember the exact spelling of the values for any 

enumerated type because BACCII will fill the box with only those of the correct 

matching type. All the user needs to do is either click the appropriate value with 

the mouse or type in the correct option. 

The for-loop is like the case in some ways as far as the behavior of the 

dialog box is concerned (Figure 8-11 ). It too only handles ordinal values. The 

variable to increment for each iteration must be integer, char, or enumerated. 

Though languages like ADA and MODULA-2 allow step factors in the for-loop 

other than the successor or predecessor, BACCII only allows the basic 

increment or decrement. The system will automatically start with the cursor 
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focus in the variable edit box and as the user 

points and clicks from the list boxes the 

focus will change to the starting and ending 

values. The copy of the variable (including 

array index) works just as described for 

earlier boxes. Just as in the multiple 

selection box, BACCII will search the data 

base to determine the variable's type. 

Based on this it will then display all variables 

and constants in the appropriate local or 

global list box and also add integer or 

character values as described above. 

Local 
Variables 

FOR LOOP 

I 

II 

Select Case 

The variable is: 

Select or Enter the 
value! 

~I cancel I~ 

Figure 8-10. Case Condition Dialog 
Box 

Global 
Variables 

0 If checked. the loop decrements. 

Variable II 
Starting Value I 
Ending Value I 

~ J Cancel I ~ 
Figure 8-11. For Statement Dialog Box 
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CHAPTER IX 

SOURCE CODE GENERATION 

Once the user has completed development of the algorithm, BACCII can 

perform the final step in development. The code generation capability has been 

implemented fully for PASCAL. In order to show feasibility of the system, the C 

language generator has been written to handle all but subroutines. 

The user selects the generate 

option from the menu in the coding 

section of BACCII and is presented 

with the following dialog box (Figure 

9-1 ). The reader will note the hooks 

for ADA and MODULA-2 as well. 

Future enhancements could add the 

code generation for these. The user 

selects the appropriate language, 

then clicks on generate. BACCII will 

begin a traversal of the tree, which is 

a syntactically correct parse tree, and 

Generate Program 

!Generate Codel 

Oc 
View Code 

0ADA 

0 MODUL.A-2 
I Compile Code I 

I Finished 

Figure 9-1. Generation Dialog Box 

create the appropriate source code. The same name of the BACCII file for the 

algorithm is used as the name of the source file. The appropriate extension 

(.pas, .c, .ada, or .mod) is added. 

Generation actually turned out to be a very simple implementation. Since 

the data structures actually form the parse tree in the correctly connected 

sequence, the algorithm merely has to traverse through the tree. As BACCII 

traverses the parse tree structures, it: 
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1. reads the type of each node, 

2. builds the appropriate syntax characters into a 128 character buffer, 

3. inserts the character string from the node structure, and 

4. prints the buffer to the file. 

This section of BACCII makes heavy use of recursive function calls since several 

nodes make use of .. child .. nodes and they in turn can have children. In spite of 

this the generation is quite quick. 

An additional feature of BACCII is the View Code option. This is a simple 

text display using a full screen edit box. Though the system allows the 

modification of the characters in the box, nothing is saved to the source file. The 

goal here is to prevent disparity between the algorithm in BACCII and its 

associated code. BACCII is at this point suited to a .. front end .. development tool 

which can generate code. It is assumed that if more complex data structures or 

use of pointers is required, etc., that the user would generate source code, leave 

BACCII and then use a text editor of choice before compilation. As indicated 

earlier, there is sufficient capability in BACCII that the first semester college 

programming course could be taught using BACCI I. 

With an eye toward future expansion, I implemented the Compile Code 

section for PASCAL. If Borland•s TPC compiler@ is in the same directory as 

BACCII, the user can select compile for PASCAL code (assuming it has already 

been generated) and BACCII will call the TPC compiler to compile the code. 

One of the medications planned for the future would be the ability to .. customize .. 

BACCII. The user could set parameters in BACCII to specify where a specific 

compiler is located and what its name is. In this way the user could tie to all 

types of compilers and have BACCII generate code and compile it before exiting 

to DOS. 
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As a test of the code generation capabilities of BACCII, I created an 

equivalent BACCII. algorithm of a program from one of my student's PASCAL 

programs. It is basically a sort-merge operation of data files. 1 used his variable, 

procedure, and constant names. I duplicated his logic exactly. Then I generated 

the PASCAL code from BACCI I. The student program and the BACCII program 

are in Appendix D and E. The reader will note that the format from BACCI! is 

quite good, but more importantly, the text program very closely emulates the 

original student version. The code compiled without error and ran as designed. 

At this point a comment about program size is appropriate. All the graphic 

capability that BACCII provides does not come "free." The equivalent BACCII 

program is a memory hog. The student file was 8402 bytes in length. The same 

algorithm for BACCII is 119,178 bytes. The reader should be reminded that all 

graphical information has to be stored for each node, variable, record, etc. That 

accounts for some of the increase and one cannot avoid it. But remember, 

BACCII in its current form wastes a lot of memory. It allocates 29,000 Bytes for 

Record structures. This merge-sort program used none. Each subroutine 

allocates 6750 bytes for 25 variables and 25 constants. Few of these are being 

used. Many of these issues were addressed earlier. I think with some of the 

proposed modifications, it would be realistic to see that the PROGS.BAC file 

could be reduced to under 50,000 bytes. This is still much greater than the 

student's original PAS file, but given the advantages of the GUI programming 

environment, it is a reasonable trade-off. 
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Conclusions 

CHAPTER X 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

To see a project start as a small question in this author's mind and 

become a reasonably robust programming environment is most gratifying. 

About three years ago, I realized that in spite of many advances in computer 

technology during my 14 year absence from the field, basic programming was 

still text based. I had a small fragmented thought that "surely one could provide 

a much better methodology for coding." At the time, I had not progressed far 

enough in my studies to realize that a solution was feasible. 

This project has progressed along the lines as were originally proposed. 

There were no major modifications required to the original guidelines. That is 

not to say that many difficulties did not arise. Several features of both 

Microsoft's C 6.0 compiler and the Windows Software Development Kit (SDK) 

were undocumented and in many cases did not behave in actual implementation 

the way that they were supposed to. On several occasions, work had to be 

halted while I created several small sections of test code to observe the actual 

actions produced by these tools. Much time was spent using the Windows 

CodeView Debugger looking at basic memory and register values to determine 

why sections of code were not run as advertised. 

In terms of the final design, the results in Appendix E speaks for itself. To 

see the system generate syntactically correct code from an Iconic representation 

was thrilling. The system not only accomplishes all that I intended to include in 

the original proposal design, but as my familiarity grew with the SDK I discovered 

additional enhancements I could add. For example, the entire concept of listing 
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only specific variable types to enhance semantic correctness was realized after I 

fully understood the richness of the SDK functions. The system delivers all that 

it was supposed to and more. 

Future Research 

There is much research potential along the lines of continued 

development of this or similar systems. 

(1) The obvious proof of this syntax directed iconic environment 

encourages me that continued modifications and enhancements to expand 

BACCII into a production quality programming environment is entirely feasible. 

(2) The concepts of data and code abstraction into iconic form 

encourages me that it should be possible to develop a system which handles 

Object Oriented Programming(OOP). It is reasonable to assume that the 

representation of the objects containing both data and the code which acts upon 

that data could be produced similarly to BACCII and then redefine an icon 

(perhaps some kind of BITMAP manipulation) to represent and use the entire 

object. 

(3) A super set of extending iconic programming to OOP would be to 

borrow from Wells and Kurtz [48] Paradigm-General Pseudocode concept and 

develop a more intuitive iconic based system which could handle data and code 

representation for all programming paradigms and then after algorithm 

implementation, generate code for the appropriate language based on the 

language which best .. fits'' the problem definition. 

(4) A few years back, data flow programming for parallel processing was 

a highly discussed topic. Of late, little has been seen in the various journals. I 

have not done an extensive amount of investigation into this particular area, but 
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it seems likely that an iconic style of programming could be used in such 

applications. 

(5) Finally, a humanitarian note. It is not necessarily that difficult as a 

research project but certainly worthy of investigation. During the course of this 

research, I became more aware personally of the plight of physically disabled 

people. There are many individuals with limited use of their arms and hands with 

perfectly capable minds which could find useful employment as computer 

programmers or scientists if there were systems which could assist in 

overcoming their handicaps. One of the difficulties of current text-based systems 

is that every line of code must be input via keyboard. For the individual with 

minimal arm use, the process of using a mouth stick or some other such device 

can make coding tedious. It occurred to me that BACCII as it currently exists 

requires minimal keyboard input. Once the variables are declared, the user 

simply has to point and click. 

By incorporating a keyboard screen display whereby a user could simply 

move the cursor to the key and click, it would be possible to convert BACCII into 

a total ••mouse based .. system. With the proper hardware interfaces, physically 

impaired individuals could easily access BACCII from wheelchair devices and 

become much more creative, productive, and self-supporting. With that comes 

the obvious increases to self-esteem. 
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APPENDIX A 

SCANLAN•s STUDENT PREFERENCES 

H 1 : More students will prefer structured flowcharts than pseudocode when only one 
algorithmic learning technique can be used in a data structures course. 

H2: More students will prefer flowcharts to pseudocode if the task is to learn an 
algorithm in order to explain the algorithm to classmates. 

H3: More students will prefer to view the algorithms first in flowchart form, followed by a 
pseudocode form. 

H4: More students will prefer to learn the algorithm in pseudocode, if the task is to 
immediately write a computer program after learning the algorithm. 

HS: Sex differences in preference for flowcharts or pseudocode will be found when only 
one algorithmic learning method is used in a data structures course. 

H6: Sex differences in preference for flowcharts or pseudocode will be found if the task 
is to learn an algorithm in order to explain the algorithm to classmates. 

H7: Sex differences in the preferred presentation order of flowcharts and pseudocode 
will be found. 

H8: Sex differences in preference for flowcharts or pseudocode will be found if the task 
is to immediately write a program after learning an algorithm. 

Hypothesis Preferred Significance 
Flowcharts (o/o) Level 

H1: 69.1 p < 0.015 
H2: 79.5 p < 0.0002 
H3: 97.4 p < 0.00001 
H4: 25.6 p < 0.002 
H5: (M) 57.1 p < 0.01 

(F) 100.0 
H6:(M) 71.4 p > 0.05 

(F) 100.0 
H7:(M) 96.4 p > 0.05 

(F) 100.0 
H8:(M) 25.0 p > 0.05 

(F) 27.3 
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APPENDIX 8 

FLOWCHART versus PSEUDOCODE TESTING MODEL 

THEH 
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PROC 

IF RED 

THEH 

IF CRISPY 

THEH 

IF LEAFY 
THEH 

PEEL 

ELSE 
GRill 

EHDIF 

ELSE 
BOIL 

EHDIF 

ELSE 

ROAST 

IF TAll 

THEH 

CHOP 

ELSE 

BAKE 
EHD IF 

EHDIF 

EHD PROC 
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SCANLAN'S 1989 TESTING RESULTS [43] 
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Design and results 
To measure sublle com h · · . . pre ens1on diHerences, any expenmenl must 
use Independent variables that are as powerful as possible depen· 
dent varaables !hat are · · . • . as sens1Uvo as poss1ble, and have nearly par· 
loct•nternal control. 

Design. I defined lhe experiment's independent variable as the 
documentation tool used to j)l'esent lhe algorithms: struc1ured flow· 
charts versus pseudocode. 

My ex~rim~nt studied live major dependent variables. Mulliplying 
each mapr vanable by the lhree levels of algorithm complexity used in 
the expenment produced a total of 15 dependent variables. 

The major dependent variables, as applied to simple, medium, and 
complex algorilhms, were 

•the number of seconds the &ubjecls viewed lhe algorithms, 
• the per~taoe d q.Jeslions 81\SWeroo 001Tec1ly a.bolA the al{pr1rtvns, 
•!he conlidence level lor answers to questions about the algorithms, 
• !he number of seconds the subjects viewed questions and spent 

answering questions about the algorithms, and 

•the number of times an algorithm was br-ought into view. 
I assumed thatlhe more diHicully the subject had with the algorithm, 

the more he would shift be !Ween answering the question on the com· 

puler screen and viewing the algorithm. Thus, the more times the 

subjeCI needed to view an algorithm, the mora diHicully the subject was 
haYing comprehending it. 

The experiment asked six questions ot rwo parts each about the 

simple algorithms, nine questions with lour parts each about the me

dium·diffirulty algorithms, and 10 questions with.six parts each about 

the complex algorithms. Thus, three similar, but diHere111, tosls wore 

created. The questions on lhe three tests asked lor the Boolean stales 

at each decision when a particular verb or verb combination was axo· 
cuted. for example: 

• What are lhe values (true.-1alse/unknown) at all decisions in the 
algorilhm when the vegetable is boiled? 

• What are the values (lrue.-1alse/unknown) at all dedslons In the 
algorilhm when the vegetable is both boiled and steamed? 

I fell that the most important dependent variables were lhasa thai 
measured lhe number of seconds the subjects looked at the simple, 

medium, and complex algorithms. I designed the experiment so lhal 
subjects would view the algorithms as long as necessary to compre
hend them. This procedure maximized the sensitivity ot U1ese three 
dependent variables. 

The other dependent variables are relatively insensitive and serve 
only to support the findings. Thus, this experiment focuses on U1ese 
ttvee highly sensitive dependent variables, which measured the time 

needed to comprehend the algorithms. 

You may be wondering why I didrl't choose the number ot correct 

items lor the lhree complexity levels ol algorithms as the mosl impor· 

lant dependent-variable set. The subjects were given all the time they 
needed to study the algorithms, so they ware likely to answer most 

questions correctly, producing a cei~ng effect. This is a common fault, 
and one thai exists In earlier research that daifJlS to show no diHerence 

be !Ween llowcharls and pseudocode. 
My experiment took repealed measures on all dependent variables 

for bolh structured flowcharts and pseudocode. Using a repeated· 
measures design gready improves the power ol the experiment to 
detect differences. The improvement is a consequence ot the same 
subjects serving in both the llowchart and pseudocode groups. Thus, 
the rwo groups are per1ectly matched. To produce the same power to 

detect differences using the typical randomized rwo-group design, 
more lhan twice as many subjects would have been r~uired. 

In short, the design consisted <?I one Independent variable and 15 
dependent variables with repealed measwes on both the indepen· 
denl variable and dependent variallles. 

Statistical analysis. First. I tested overaU design lor significance by 

using a repealed-measures mullivariale analysis of variance. This sta· 
tislical lost tests the entire experimental design at once, les~ng all 

dependent and independent variables lor possible relationships. Sig· 
nilicance (fl1,162)"' 34.24, p .. 0.0000) was found lor llowcharls 
versus pseudocode across lha 15 dependent variables. 

Next, dependent tlests were run on each of the dependent vari· 
ables. comparing flowcharts to pseudocode. A 11es11ests rwo means 
at a lime to lind out illhe diHerence between them Is a true ditference 
or one due to chance. I planned all comparisons bdlore looi<Jng altha 
data. The key results are: 

• The subjects needed less time to comprehend structured flow· 

charts. The mean number ol seconds needed to comprehend flow· 
charts versus pseudocod& at all lhree levels ol complexity ditferdd 
significantly: simple, p " 0.0000; medium, p "' 0.0000; complex, p .. 
0.0000. The subjects needed substantially less ~me to comprehend 

structured flowd1arts at all three levels ol complexity. The means in 

Table 1 and Figllfe 5 (in the main texl) show the average number ol 
seconds necessary to comprehend the algorithm lor each part of lhe 

questions. 

• The subjects made I ewer errors using strue1ured flowcharts. The 

mean percentages ol correct answers derived from llowcharts versus 
those derived from pseudocode, at all three levels of complexity, dil· 

lered signilicanliy in favor ol structured flowcharts, as shown in Table 
A: simple, p .. 0.0035; medium, p. 0.0000; complex, p = 0.0000. 

• The subjects had greater confidence using structured llowcharts. 
The mean confidence levels lor answers derived from llowcharts ver· 
sus lhose derived from pseudocode, at au three levels of complexity, 
diHered significantly in favor ol slruclured flowcharts, as shown in Table 
B: simple, p .. 0.0006; medium, p- 0.0001, complex, p • 0.0000. 
Confidence levels were mejisured lor each answer, and lhe range -
from low to high- was 110 4. 

• The subjects needed less time to answer questions using struc· 
lured llowcharts. The mean number of seconds subjects spent an· 
swering each question part when using flowcharts versus the time 
spent when using pseudocode, at all three levels ol complexity, dil· 

tared signiflcanUy lor medium and complex levels only, as shown in 
Table C: medium, p .. 0.0279; complex, p .. 0.0002. Subjects spent 
less lime answering each question part when using flowcharts of me· 

dium and complex algorithms. No signilicanl mean d1Herence was 

found lor simple algorithms, p = 0.2755. 
• The subjeCis viewed the algorilhm fewer times using structured 

flowcharts. The mean number ol times the subjects moved the test 
algorithm into the viewing area par question part lor flowcharts versus 
tor pseudocode, at allllvee levels ol complexity, diHered significantly, 

as shown in Tabla D: simple, p"' 0.0008; medium, p" 0.0030; com· 
plex, p • 0.0000. While answering the question parts, the subjects 
needed to view the algorithm I ewer times when using structured I low· 
charts. 

• Flowcharts are mora effective as complexity increases. Aher care· 
lui consideration, I delerminod that using lhree ratios would best illus· 
Irate the effects of algorithm complexity on structured flowcharts 
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Table A. 
Percentage of correct answers to all question parts. 

Complexity Total %correct 
level IV parts (means) s I dl p 

Simple FC 12 97.97 8.50 
PC 12 93.80 10.90 2.77 81 .0035 

Medium FC 36 98.81 3.40 
PC 36 94.92 10.30 4.05 81 .0000 

Complex FC 60 98.68 3.50 
PC 60 91.71 14.40 4.82 8~ .0000 

F C • lowd\alt; PC • P>• .dooode: IV • lrdel*'darc variable: s • alartdatd de via lion 
(an 5oOoCOI"ld51: I • cauelaled HOSitlilsul; d • degrees d 1r eodam; p • ptobab~ry. 

Table C. 
Mean number of aeconda subJects look lo answer each pari 
ol all questions (does not Include time spent viewing algorithm). 

Complexity Total Means 
level IV parts (secJpart) s I dl p 

SlfTlple FC 12 9.50 6.93 - - -
PC 12 9.01 5.10 .60 81 .2755 

Medium FC 36 6.83 3.20 - - -
PC 36 7.47 3.67 1.94 81 .0279 

Complex FC 60 7.25 2.03 - - -
PC 60 8.73 3.84 3.73 81 .0002 

versus pseudocode. The ratios compared pseudocode lo llowcharts, 
acros.s althree aloorilhm·complexily levels, by the lime necessary to 
comprehend the algorithms. 

This aeated Uvee ratios. one lor each level of algorithm complexity. 
Each ratio was calculated by dividing the larger time (llowcharts or 
pseudocode) by the 6maller time (llowcharts or pseudocode) lor each 
subject at each level of algorithm complexity. No subject had equal 
times lor llowcharted and pseudocoded algorithms. 

This produced 82 ratios lor each oflhe three complexily levels. All 
ratios in favor ol pseudocode received a negative sign; those ralios In 
favor of flowcharts received a positive sign. These data translorma· 
lions resuhed in posilive ratios that indicated a llowchart advantage 
and negative ratios that indicated a pseud()j:X)de advantage. 

Next, I calculated means on all ratios far each level ol complexlry. 
The resuhing mean ratios were 1.71or simple algorithms, 1.91or me· 
dium algorithms, and 2.5 lor complex algorithms. These means would 
have been 0.0 if no flowchart or pseudocode advantages existed lor 
the three levels ol complexity. Figure 6 in the main lext shows a pbt of 

these ratios. 
A simple. one-way analysis of variance with repealed measures 

was used on each subject's ratio lor each complexiry level. The result 
ollhe analysis ol variance was significant, R2. 162) • 5.75,p < 0.01. 

To lind out the elfects ol complexiry, I used 1 tests to oompare the 
1tvee mean ratios. The simple ratio did not diHer signilicanUy I rom the 
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Table B. 
Mean conlldence level lor each question part. 

Complexity Total Canlidence 
level IV parts (means) s I df p 

Simple FC 12 3.96 .114 
PC 12 3.85 .315 3.36 81 .0006 

Medium FC 36 3.95 .179 
PC 36 3.81 .368 3.86 81 .0001 

Complex FC 60 3.94 .210 
PC 60 3.71 .469 4.81 81 .0000 

Table D. 
Mean number of limes the algorithm was viewed when 

answering each part of all questlona. 

Complexity Tolal limes/ 
level IV parts part s I dl p 

Simple FC 12 1.30 .275 
PC 12 1.41 .344 3.25 8t .0008 

Medium FC 36 .86 .239 
PC 36 .92 .289 2.84 81 .0030 

Complex FC 60 .72 .229 
PC 60 .82 .296 4.55 81 .0000 

medium ralio, (I• 0.67, df· 81, p • 0.25). However, lhe simple ratio 
diHered significantly lrom the complex ratio, (/• 2.87, dl· 81, p. 
0.0025). The medium ratio diHered signilicantly I rom the oomplex ratio, 
(I"' 2.99, dl"' 81, p"' 0.0020). 

Three I tests were run to see ilthe ratios diHered lrom zero. The 
resulls produced signilicantl's lor the three levels ol complexiry: sim· 
pia (I= 8.23, df"' 81, p • 0.0000); medium (/• 14.13, df • 81, p • 
O.OOOO);complex (Ia 15.81, dl• 6t,p .. O.OOOO). 

To further assess the elfecls ol complexity on llowchart versus pseu· 
dooode, I determined, lor the three complexiry levels, tho number ol 
subjecls who spenl less time baking al pseudocoded ak]orithms. 
There were 12 ol !hose subjects lor the simple algorithm, live lor the 
medium algorithm, and none lor the complex algorithm. 

All overall chi-square test was run and lound to be significant (.x2 • 
13.78, df .. 2, p"' 0.0010}. A chi-square Jesl is a slatisticallesl w•th no 
assumptions made aboullhe dislribution ol scores. In this experiment 
it is used Jo Jest lor relationships and Jo lest distributions against each 
other to see ilthe distribulions are the same or diHerent. I consideroo 
chi-square appropriate because lhe lhree samples did not correlate 
with each olher. I ran three additional chi· square Jests to compare the 
three levels of complexity with one another. All three comparisons 
were significant at the loDowing levels: simple versus medium (.x2 • 
2.36, df • 1, p • 0.0620); simple versus complex (.x2 .. 10.88, df s l,p 
- 0.0005); medium versus complex (.x2 • 3.3, d/ .. I, p. 0.0350). 



APPENDIX D 

STUDENTS CODE 

{***************************************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

4/29/91 

Program 5 : Sorting 

The goal of this program is to learn how to use a series 
of arrays to sort material and print in order to the screen 
and to an output box in the file. 

Programmer: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

*****************************************************************************} 
program prog5 (input,output); {Begin Program Five} 

USES CRT; 
type 
namestring = string[15]; 
filename= string[12]; 
namearray = array[1 .. 25] of namestring; 
numberarray = array[1 .. 25] of integer; 

var 
name : namearray; 
name2 : namestring; 
number : numberarray; 
number2 : integer; 
afile : text; 
bfile : text; 
Maxitems : integer; 
b : integer; 

{array for name of first file} 
{string for name of second file} 
{array for number of first file} 
{integer for number of second file} 
{variable for first file} 
{variable for second file} 
{maximum integers} 

{******************* procedure to read data from file *********************} 

procedure readout (var num:numberarray; var nam : namearray;var a: integer; 
var thisfile: text); 

begin 
a:=1; 

end; 

while (not eof(thisfile)) and (a<= 25) do 
begin 

readln (thisfile, num[a], nam[a]); 
a := a + 1; 

end; 

{******************* procedure to print data to screen ********************} 

procedure printout (num: numberarray; nam: namearray; a:integer); 
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var 
count : integer; 
x : char; 

begin 
clrscr; 
writeln ('Stud' :4, 'Student' :10); 
writeln (' # ':4,' Name ':8); 
for count := 1 to a do 

begin 
write (num[count]); 
writeln (nam[count]); 

end; 
writeln('When ready to continue, press any letter'); 
readln (x); 

end; 

{******************* procedure to arrange integer order *******************} 

procedure onepass(var num: numberarray; var nam: namearray; var a: integer); 

var 
pointer, next , current, temp 
temp2 : namearray; 

integer; 

begin 
pointer := 1; 
temp2 : = nam; 
while pointer < a do 

begin 
next := pointer + 1; 
if num[next] < num[pointer] then 

begin 

end; 

current := pointer; 
temp:= num[next]; 
temp2[pointer] := nam[next]; 
while (num[current] > temp) and (current > 0) do 

begin 

end; 
num[next] 
nam[next] 

num[next] := num[current]; 
nam[next] := nam[current]; 
next := current; 
current := current - 1; 

.- temp; 

.- temp2[pointer]; 

pointer := pointer + 1; 
end; 

end; 

{**************** procedure to arrange interger in order ******************} 

procedure insertsort (var num: numberarray; var nam: namearray; a: integer; 
num2: integer; nam2: namestring; var length: integer); 

var 
ptr, i: integer; 
found: boolean; 
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begin 
while 

end; 

(length < a) do 
begin 

end; 

ptr := 1; 
found := false· 
while not found and (ptr <= length) 

if num2 < num[ptr] 

for i := 
begin 

then found := true 
else ptr := ptr + 1; 
length downto ptr do 

num[i+1] := num[i]; 
nam[i+1] := nam[i]; 

end; 
nam[ptr] := nam2; 
num[ptr] := num2; 
length := length + 1; 

do 

{******************** procedure to send file to outbox ********************} 

procedure outbox(num: numberarray; nam: namearray; a: integer; 
lclname: filename); 

var 

count integer; 
outfile : text; 

begin 
assign (outfile, lclname); 
rewrite (outfile); 
for count := 1 to a do 

begin 
write (outfile, num[count]); 
writeln (outfile, nam[count]); 

end; 
close (outfile); 

end; 

{************************ procedure to merge files ************************} 

procedure merge (lclname1: filename; lclname2: filename; 
superfile: filename); 

var 
num, num2, tnum : integer; 
nam, nam2, tnam : namestring; 
outfile, infile1, infile2: text; 

begin 
assign (infile1, lclname1); 
reset (infile1); 
assign (infile2, lclname2); 
reset (infile2); 
assign (outfile, superfile); 
rewrite (outfile); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 
readln (infile2, num2, nam2); 
while (not eof(infilel)) and (not eof(infile2)) do 

begin 
if num < num2 then 
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end; 

begin 

end 

writeln (outfile, num, nam); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 

else if num2 < num then 
begin 

writeln (outfile, num2, nam2); 

end 
readln (infile2, num2, nam2); 

else if num2 = num then 

end; 

begin 

end; 

writeln (outfile, num2, nam2); 
writeln (outfile, num, nam); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 
readln (infile2, num2, nam2); 

if eof(infilel) then 
begin 

end 
else 

writeln (outfile, num2, nam2); 
readln (infile2, num2, nam2) · 
while not eof(infile2) do ' 

begin 

end; 

writeln (outfile, num2, nam2); 
readln (infile2, num2, nam2); 

begin 

end; 

writeln (outfile, num, nam); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 
while not eof(infilel) do 

begin 

end; 

writeln(outfile, num, nam); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 

close (infile1); 
close (infile2); 
close (outfile); 

{***************************** main program *****************************} 

begin 
assign (afile, 'c:prog5a.dat'); {open file} 
reset (afile); 
Maxitems := 0; {set max digit to zero} 
readout(number, name, Maxitems, afile); {send to various procedures} 
Maxitems := Maxitems - 1; 
printout(number, name, Maxitems); 
onepass(number, name, Maxitems); 
printout(number, name, Maxitems); 
outbox(number, name, Maxitems, 'c:output1.dat'); 
readout(number, name, Maxitems, afile); 
Maxrtems := Maxitems - 1; 
onepass(number, name, Maxitems); 
outbox(number, name, Maxitems, 'c:output2.dat'); 
merge('c:output1.dat', 'c:output2.dat', 'c:prog5a.out'); 
assign(bfile, 'c:prog5b.dat'); 
reset(bfile); 
Maxrtems := 1; 
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b := 0; 
readln (bfile, number2, name2); 
while not eof(bfile) do {Set for insertion sort} 

end. 

begin 
insertsort (number, name, Maxitems, number2, name2,b); 
readln(bfile, number2, name2); 
Maxitems := Maxitems + 1; 

end; 
Maxitems := Maxitems - 1; 
printout(number, name, Maxitems); 
outbox(number, name, Maxitems, 'c:prog5b.out'); 
merge ('c:prog5a.out', 'c:prog5b.out', 'c:prog5.out'); 
close (afile); 
close (bfile); 
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APPENDIX E 

BACCII GENERATED CODE 

program prog5(input, output); 

type 

namestring = string[15]; 

filename= string[12]; 

namearray =array [1 .. 25] of namestring; 

numberarray =array [1 .. 25] of integer; 

var 

name 
name2 
number 
number2 
afile 
bfile 
Maxi terns 
b 

namearray; 
namestring; 
numberarray; 
integer; { 
text; 
text; 
integer; 
integer; 

{ array for name of first file } 
{ string for name of second file } 

{ array for number of first file } 
integer for number of first file } 

procedure readout (var num: numberarray; var nam: namearray; var a: integer; 
var thisfile: text); 

begin 
a := 1; 
while (NOT Eof(thisfile)) AND (a<= 25) do 

begin 
readln (thisfile, num[a], nam[a]); 
a ·- a + 1; 

end; { end while loop } 
end; 

procedure printout (num: numberarray; nam: namearray; a: integer); 

var 

count 
X 

begin 

integer; 
char; 

writeln ('Stud' :4, 'Student':10); 
wri teln ( ' # ' : 4, ' Name ' : 8) ; 
for count := 1 to a do 

begin 
write (num[count]); 
writeln (nam[count]); 

end; { end for loop } 
writeln ('When ready to continue, press any letter'); 
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readln (x) ; 
end; 

procedure onepass (var num: numberarray,· var naro·. integer) ; naroearray; var a: 

var 

pointer 
next 
current 
temp 
temp2 

integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
naroearray; 

begin 
pointer := 1; 
temp2 := naro; 
while pointer < a do 

begin 
next := pointer + 1; 
if num[next] < num[pointer] then 

begin 
current := pointer; 
temp := num[next]; 
temp2[pointer] := nam[next]; 
while (num[current] > temp) AND (current > 0) do 

begin 
num[next] := num[current]; 
nam[next] := nam[current]; 
next := current; 
current := current - 1; 

end; { end while loop } 
num[next] := temp; 
naro[next] := temp2[pointer]; 

end; { end if-else } 
pointer := pointer + 1; 

end; { end while loop } 
end; 

procedure insertsort (var num: numberarray; var naro: naroearray; a: integer; 
num2: integer; nam2: namestring; var length: integer); 

var 

ptr 
i 
found 

integer; 
integer; 
boolean; 

begin 
while length < a do 

begin 
ptr := 1; 
found := FALSE; 
while NOT found AND (ptr <= length) do 

begin 
if num2 < num[ptr] then 

found : = TRUE 
else 

ptr := ptr + 1; { end if-else } 
end; { end while loop } 
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end; 

for i := length to ptr do 
begin 

num[i+1] .- num[i]; 
nam[i+1] .- nam[i]; 

end; { end for loop } 
nam[ptr] := nam2; 
num[ptr] := num2; 
length := length + 1; 

end; { end while loop } 

procedure outbox (num: numberarray; nam: namearray; a: integer; lclname: 
filename) ; 

var 

count 
out file 

begin 

integer; 
text; 

assign (outfile, lclname); 
rewrite (outfile); 
for count .- 1 to a do 

begin 
write (outfile, num[count]); 
writeln (outfile, nam[count]); 

end; { end for loop } 
close (outfile); 

end; 

procedure merge (lclname1: filename; lclname2: filename; superfile: 
filename); 

var 

num 
num2 
tnum 
nam 
nam2 
tnam 
out file 
infilel 
infile2 

begin 

integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
namestring; 
namestring; 
namestring; 
text; 
text; 
text; 

assign (infilel, lclnamel); 
reset (infilel); 
assign (infile2, lclname2); 
reset (infile2); 
assign (outfile, superfile); 
rewrite (outfile); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 
readln (infile2, num2, nam2); 
while (NOT Eof(infilel)) AND (NOT Eof(infile2)) do 

begin 
if num < num2 then 

begin 
writeln (outfile, num, nam); 
readln (infilel, num, nam); 
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end 
else 

if num2 < num then 
begin 

writeln (outfile 1 nurn2
1 

nam2); 
readln (infile2 1 num2 nam2) · 

end 1 1 

else 
if num2 = num then 

begin 
wr~teln (outfile 1 num2

1 
nam2); 

wrlteln (outfilel nurnl nam); 
readln (infilel 1 nurn

1 
nam); 

readln (infile2 1 nurn2
1 

nam2); 
end; { end if-else } 

end; { end while loop } 
if Eof(infilel) then 

begin 
writeln (outfile 1 nurn2

1 
nam2); 

readln (infile2 1 nurn2 1 nam2); 
while NOT Eof(infile2) do 

begin 
writeln (outfile 1 nurn2 1 nam2); 
readln (infile2 1 nurn2 1 nam2); 

end; { end while loop } 
end 

else 
begin 

writeln (outfilel num 1 nam); 
readln (infilel 1 num 1 nam); 
while NOT Eof(infilel) do 

begin 
writeln (outfile 1 nurn 1 nam); 
readln (infilel 1 num 1 nam); 

end; { end while loop } 
end; { end if -else } 

close (infilel); 
close (infile2); 
close (outfile); 

end; 

begin 
assign (afile 1 'c:progSa.dat'); 
reset (afile); 
Maxitems := 0; 
readout(number 1 name 1 Maxitems 1 afile); 
Maxitems := Maxitems - 1; 
printout(number 1 name 1 Maxitems); 
onepass(numberlname 1 Maxitems); 
printout(numberlnameiMaxitems); 
outbox(numberlname 1 Maxitems 1 'c:outputl.dat'); 
readout(numberlname 1 Maxitems 1 afile); 
Maxitems := Maxitems - 1; 
onepass(number~nameiMaxitems); 
outbox(numberlname 1 Maxitems 1 'c:output2.dat'); 
merge('c:output1.dat' 1 'c:output2.dat' 1 'c:progSa.out'); 
assign (bfilel 'c:progSb.dat'); 
reset (bfile); 
Maxi terns : = 1; 
b := 0; 
readln (bfilel number2 1 name2); 
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While NOT Eof(bfile) do 

{ Set for insertion sort } 

begin 
insertsort(number,name,Maxitems,number2,name2,b);. 
readln (bfile, number2, name2); 
Maxitems := Maxitems + 1; 

end; { end while loop } 
Maxitems := Maxitems - 1; 
printout(number,name,Maxitems); 
outbox(number,name,Maxitems, 'c:prog5b.out'); 
merge('c:prog5a.out', 'c:prog5b.out', •c:progS.out'); 
close (afile); 
close (bfile); 

end. 
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